In a rapidly changing business world, executive managers and employees are confronted with immense challenges: the conditions under which executive managers have to act and make decisions are volatile and uncertain as never before. Firms will only withstand future competition successfully if they are able to face these 21st century challenges head on by exploiting opportunities and minimizing risks.

The Pforzheim MBA provides the academic and professional edge by following a two-tier strategy that will provide our students with distinct competitive advantages for the business of tomorrow. International, generalist and profound classical management foundations are integrated with the most relevant future topics: Innovation Management, Sustainability and Globalization.

It is the aim of the Pforzheim MBA International Management program to enable our students, as future managers, to meet these challenges for the benefit of their companies.

80% of Pforzheim MBA students are internationals, coming from all continents. Global, intercultural networking begins right in the classroom.

For internship opportunities, master theses and job offers please contact: mba@hs-pforzheim.de
Hochschule Pforzheim University
MBA International Management
Tiefenbronner Strasse 65
75175 Pforzheim
Germany
Name: Yuvank Bhardwaj / Country: India
Education: Bachelor of Marine Engineering
Job Experience: Internship at Dürr Systems GmbH / Consultant at Ernst and Young GmbH / Engineer Officer, Fleet Management Ltd / Nobel Group Hong Kong (Spar Shipping Norway)

»Working for the well beings of people and the society is my passion«

»Believe and act as if it were impossible to fail«

»Even a journey of thousand miles begins with the first step«

»Be Confident, Be Intent, Be Persistent«

»If you don't read the books, you will soon forget the grammar«

Name: Anshu Aran / Country: India
Education: Biotechnology Engineering
Job Experience: MBA thesis, Bayer CropScience AG; Associate Manager, Ortho+Care / Research Associate, Evaleserve.com Pvt. Ltd. / Junior scientist, Dr. Reddy's Laboratories Ltd.

»Highly analytical, motivated and ready to take on new challenges«

»Next to doing the right thing, the most important thing is to let people know you are doing the right thing!«

»It's attitude, not aptitude, which determines altitude«

Name: Wei Yin / Country: China
Education: Engineering of Civil Aviation
Job Experience: MBA thesis Quality Management and CSR, Robert Bosch GmbH; Assistant Manager / Procurement, Sales, Customer and Supplier Relationship Management, Xihu Industrial Pumps Co., Ltd.

»Be Confident, Be Intent, Be Persistent«

»A busy person has no time to be bored, lonely or unhappy«

»Video meliora proboque deteriora sequor«

»Strategically thinking team player with background in automotive industry«

Name: Bo Zhou / Country: Germany, China

»Even a journey of thousand miles begins with the first step«

»Life is a very nice adventure – Enjoy«

Name: Andrei Moro / Country: Romania
Education: Bachelor of Arts in International Economics

»It’s attitude, not aptitude, which determines altitude«

»All you need is a vision and a will«

Name: Maath Altous / Country: Jordan
Education: Bachelor degree in industrial engineering
Job Experience: Supply chain planner, Mattel / Production Planner, Maani Group / Management Consultant, TAG International

»Believe and act as if it were impossible to fail«

»Working for the well beings of people and the society is my passion«

»Highly analytical, motivated and ready to take on new challenges«

Name: Nadia Snegireva / Country: Russia
Education: Diploma in International Relations and Foreign Policy
Job Experience: Junior Consultant, PROGENIUM Strategy Consulting / Research Assistant, Pforzheim University / Corporate Law Assistant, Renova StroyGroup

»Video meliora proboque deteriora sequor«

»Strategically thinking team player with background in automotive industry«

Name: Ibrahim Sahin / Country: Turkey
Education: Biotechnology Engineering
Job Experience: Intern Corporate Strategy – Inhouse Consulting, Bosch und Siemens Hausgeräte GmbH / Project Coordinator, Workwell Engineers Pvt Ltd, India

»Video meliora proboque deteriora sequor«

»There is still a lot more to do. Now it's time to move on...«

Name: Ali Emre Kartoglu / Country: Turkey
Education: Bachelor of Arts, Economics
Job Experience: Intern International Key Account Management & Strategy, Daimler AG / CRM Specialist, Turkish Airlines, Inc. / Sales & Marketing Trainee, Underwrites Laboratories Germany

»Next to doing the right thing, the most important thing is to let people know you are doing the right thing!«

»It’s attitude, not aptitude, which determines attitude«

Name: Maath Altous / Country: Jordan
Education: Bachelor degree in industrial engineering
Job Experience: Supply chain planner, Mattel / Production Planner, Maani Group / Management Consultant, TAG International

»Believe and act as if it were impossible to fail«

»Working for the well beings of people and the society is my passion«

»Highly analytical, motivated and ready to take on new challenges«

Name: Parvesh Dabur / Country: India
Education: Biotechnology Engineering
Job Experience: Industrial Marketing, Custom Biotech, Roche / Software Engineer, Project Management, Banking Systems, Accenture

»Video meliora proboque deteriora sequor«

»Strategically thinking team player with background in automotive industry«

Name: Kamani Matania / Country: India
Education: Bachelor of Technology in IT
Job Experience: Intern Global Business Development, Daimler AG / Intern Quality Management, GE Satcom / Software Engineer, IBM India / IT Advisor, Singal Transport

»It’s attitude, not aptitude, which determines attitude«

»All you need is a vision and a will«

Name: Kamani Matania / Country: India
Education: Bachelor of Technology in IT
Job Experience: Intern Global Business Development, Daimler AG / Intern Quality Management, GE Satcom / Software Engineer, IBM India / IT Advisor, Singal Transport

»It’s attitude, not aptitude, which determines attitude«

»All you need is a vision and a will«

Name: Jorge Alexander Pozo Cervantes / Country: Ecuador
Education: Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
Job Experience: Sales Integration Project Intern, Porsche AG / Supply Chain Management IT Consultant, Arete Consulting

»There is still a lot more to do. Now it's time to move on...«

Name: Engin Kerem Keteci / Country: Turkey
Education: Bachelor of Science in Industrial Engineering
Job Experience: Sales Integration Project Intern, Porsche AG / Supply Chain Management IT Consultant, Arete Consulting

»It’s attitude, not aptitude, which determines attitude«

»All you need is a vision and a will«

Name: Yugan Bhardwaj / Country: India
Education: Bachelor of Marine Engineering
Job Experience: Internship at Dürr Systems GmbH / Consultant at Ernst and Young GmbH / Engineer Officer, Fleet Management Ltd / Nobel Group Hong Kong (Spar Shipping Norway)

»Working for the well beings of people and the society is my passion«

»Highly analytical, motivated and ready to take on new challenges«

»Brain is the most dangerous weapon. I know how to use it«